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Style Sheet 
 
Title:  Fail Deadly 
 
Author:  John Baird Rogers 
 
Style Guides / Dictionary Used: Chicago Manual of Style (“CMS”), online Edition; Merriam-
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 11th ed., American spelling. Woe is I (O’Connor) and Dreyer’s 
English (Dreyer) for contemporary grammar. 
 
Standard format:  Word .docx; original ms: Scrivener 3.1.5 
 
Update:  4/30/20  
 
Manuscript fonts:  Times New Roman 12-point, except as below 
 

Type	 Font	
Text	 12-pt	Times	New	Roman	
Thought	–	interior	monolog	-	rare	 12-pt	TNR	italic	
Emphasis,	exclamation	 12-pt	TNR	italic	(rare)	
Thought	–	interior	monolog	when	
monolog	is	obvious	

12-pt	TNR	

Spoken	dialog	on	Internet,	visual	mode	 12-pt	TNR,	in	double-quotes	
Internet,	text	conversation	and	typed	
commands	

Style (Scrivener) CodeBlock/font Arial 11-pt 
 
 

Text	in	a	quoted	letter;	newspaper	ads	 Arial 10 
Computer-generated	text	and	reports	and	
headers	

Arial 10-pt 

Song	lyrics,	foreign	language,	book	titles	 Cambria	10-pt,	often	italicized			
 
e-book fonts/styles:  Same as Manuscript conventions, except as below.  E-books will substitute 
a common font, such as Bookerly in Amazon Kindle (.mobi).  e-books leave italics intact.  All 
other variations are washed out, unless one alters the CSS directions, which I do not do. 

Type	 Font	
Internet,	text	conversation	and	typed	
commands	

Scrivener style CodeBlock /	Menlo	font 

Text	in	a	quoted	letter;	newspaper	ads	 Scrivener style CodeBlock 
Computer-generated	text	and	reports	and	
headers	

Scrivener style CodeBlock 

Song	lyrics,	foreign	language,	book	titles	 italicized			
CodeBlock indents, changes spacing, goes left aligned.  That differentiates the text 
enough to change its look. 
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World-building rules: 
 

• Set in May - July, 2031, though the year is never stated. 
• CyberWar One: Happened in 2021-2023. IAC (below), the national firewall, built in 

response. Protected behind the IAC: infrastructure, military, medical (genes), financial 
(exchange trades) 

• Solar energy cost/kwh equal to coal (without subsidy): 2024; HelioCorp’s innovation 
drives down cost 30%. 

• Universal health care, rationed by so-called HealthScore based on genetic research. 
Genetic research accelerated by fears of pandemic. 

• World is similar to today, except technology growth; most cars are semi-self-driving and 
electric. 

 
Terms:  

• IAC (the Interagency Channel) is commonly called the Yak. (IACC in earlier work.) 
• Cyberwar, Cyberwar I:  c. 2021 hack attacks on government databases and utility grids.  
• adit: asynchronous digital transmitter 
• SADS: Sonic active denial system. Military weapon that disables by intense audio sound 

pressure. 
• e-pad:  high function iPad, never capitalized unless beginning sentence. 
• implant (lower case):  a phone chip attached to the mastoid bone. Receives calls and 

transmits voice via Bluetooth through a phone or e-pad. 
• Mono:  A one-person car, generally electric powered. 

 
Grammatical/Typographical/Orthographic Rules Followed: 
 
Abbreviations:  T-shirt, K for thousand in conversation, IAC for Interagency Communication 
Channel (the Yak) 
 
Apostrophes indicating contractions need to be set to be backwards c’s for contractions 
beginning with the apostrophe ( as in ’em). 
 
Capitalization: Terms (see below) are often capitalized, German words follow the modern 
approach of capitalizing nouns. Capitalize official titles when they precede a name, but not after 
or by itself, even if they refer to a specific person. For instance, Assistant Director Henry Barber, 
but Barber, the assistant director. President Washington, but the president.  
 
Commas:  I use more rather than fewer:  Serial commas, and often after short introductory 
phrases.  Oxford comma for series. Include or exclude based on breath spacing when reading. 
 
Ellipsis dots: open.  Used for hesitation or time delay (vs. em dashes for interruption), separated 
from text with 1 space on each end except when followed by quotation marks or other marks 
that come in pairs (brackets, em dashes).  
 
Em dash: closed, with no space on either side (—).   Used for an interruption in thought or 
dialog. Use em dashes when a sentence in dialogue is interrupted by an action and continues on 
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after the action. Place them outside of the double quotes, and around the interrupting action or 
thought. Ex: “She told me she did it”—Aurora pounded the table—“smiling the whole time.” 
 
Exclamation marks:  rare 
 
Italics: Italics are used in three places:  (1) to show emphasis in dialog or internal monolog (one 
or two words only). (2) to indicate direct thoughts when necessary (i.e., not clear in context).  
(Indirect thoughts, i.e., more general thoughts and observations not anchored in a specific time 
or conversation, are not italicised.) Generally, thought is not italicized unless needed for clarity.  
(3) Song lyrics (Cambria).  (4) Titles of books and long works of poetry, and magazines. (5) When 
words, letters, or phrases are used not as a function of the sentence, but represent themselves 
as words. (She needed an X to mark the spot.   What is meant by neurobiotics?) Double 
quotations may be used instead of italics. See Quotes. 
 
Numbers: one to one hundred are spelled out per Chicago Manual and times of day in even, 
half, and quarter hours.  Spell out all numbers in dialogue with some exceptions. Use numerals 
for exact times, floor indications (14 instead of fourteenth floor) and quoted text messages; 
generally, CMS followed. 
 
Quotes: Follow American style, with punctuation inside quotes. When embedded single quotes 
are followed by double quotes, a courtesy space is used.  (Tony said, “All I can tell ya is he said, 
‘Don’t bother.’ “)Periods and commas always precede both single and double quotes. 
(Colons and semicolons don’t, and question marks and exclamation points depend on 
the quoted material.) Use double quotes around letters, words, or phrases used as themselves 
ex: The term “critical mass” is often used metaphorically. Alternately, italics may also be used. 
See Italics. 
 
 
Underlines: Quoted foreign language (e.g., Fatal Score, Ch. 11 Latin) is underlined when it is from 
a publication.   
 
Foreign language in general is not italicized or underlined if the phrase is common in English 
(e.g., NKVD, au courant).  German uses modern (1996) capitalization rule for nouns. Russian is 
transliterated into Roman alphabet and generally italicized. 
 


